The quark and gluon viscosities are calculated in quark-gluon plasmas to leading orders in the coupling constant b y including screening. For weakly interaction QCD and QED plasmas dynamical screening of transverse interactions and Debye screening of longitudinal interactions controls the infrared divergences. For strongly interacting plasmas other screening mechanisms taken from lattice calculations are employed. By solving the Boltzmann equation for quarks and gluons including screening the viscosity is calculated to leading orders in the coupling constant. The leading logarithmic order is calculated exactly by a full variational treatment. The next to leading orders are found to be very important for sizable coupling constants as those relevant for the transport properties relevant for quark-gluon plasmas created in relativistic heavy ion collisions and the early universe.
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The quark and gluon viscosities are calculated in quark-gluon plasmas to leading orders in the coupling constant b y including screening. For weakly interaction QCD and QED plasmas dynamical screening of transverse interactions and Debye screening of longitudinal interactions controls the infrared divergences. For strongly interacting plasmas other screening mechanisms taken from lattice calculations are employed. By solving the Boltzmann equation for quarks and gluons including screening the viscosity is calculated to leading orders in the coupling constant. The leading logarithmic order is calculated exactly by a full variational treatment. The next to leading orders are found to be very important for sizable coupling constants as those relevant for the transport properties relevant for quark-gluon plasmas created in relativistic heavy ion collisions and the early universe.
I. INTRODUCTION
Transport and relaxation properties of quark and gluon (QCD) plasmas are important i n a n umber of a dierent contexts. They determine the time that it takes a quarkgluon plasma formed in a heavy-ion collision to approach equilibrium, and they are of interest in astrophysical situations such as the early universe, and possibly neutron stars.
The basic diculty in calculating transport properties of such plasmas, as well as of relativistic electron-photon (QED) plasmas, is the singular nature of the long-range interactions between constituents, which leads to divergences in scattering cross sections similar to those for Rutherford scattering. This makes the problem of fundamental methodological interest, in addition to its possible applications. The rst approaches to describe the transport properties of quark-gluon plasmas employed the relaxation time approximation [1{3] for the collision term. This approximation simplies the collision integral enormously and transport coecients are related directly to the relaxation time. The latter is typically estimated from a characteristic cross section times the density o f scatterers. In Refs. [2, 3] the divergent part of the total cross section at small momentum transfers was assumed to be screened at momentum transfers less than the Debye momentum. H o w ever, Debye screening inuences only the longitudinal (electric) part of the QED and QCD interactions, and the transverse (magnetic) part is unscreened in the static limit.
Recently it has been shown that the physics responsible for cutting o transverse interactions at small momenta is dynamical screening [4] . This eect is due to Landau damping of the exchanged gluons or photons. Within perturbative QCD and QED rigorous analytical calculations of transport coecients to leading order have been made for temperatures high [4, 5] as well as low [6] compared with the chemical potentials of the constituents.
Transport processes depend on a characteristic relaxation time, tr , of the particular transport process considered. For example, in high temperature plasma the viscosities, i = w i ;i =5, of particle type i are proportional to the characteristic times for viscous relaxation, ;i tr , which w ere rst calculated in [4] to leading order in the coupling constant. More generally one nds that the typical transport relaxation rates, that determines momentum stopping, thermal and viscous relaxation, is in a weakly interacting QCD plasma 1 tr 
where the expansion is in terms of the ne structure constant s = g 2 =4. The coecients of proportionality t o the leading order in s (in the following called the leading logarithmic order) has been calculated analytically for a number of transport processes in high temperature plasmas [4, 5] . Likewise in a QED plasma the typical transport relaxation rates for viscous processes, m tum stopping, thermal and electrical conduction ha same dependence as (1) on the QED ne structur stant [5] .
The dependence of the transport rates on the co constants is very sensitive to the screening. Besid factor 2 s from the matrix element squared of the and gluon interactions, the very singular QCD in tions for small momentum transfers lead to a loga ln(q max =q min ), of the maximum and minimum m tum transfers. The typical particle momenta limi maximum momentum transfer, q max T, and and dynamical screening leads to eective screeni small momentum transfers of order q min q D This gives the leading logarithmic order in the co constant, ln(T= q D )ln(1= s ), to the transport (1).
The calculations in [4, 5] were brief and dealt onl the leading logarithmic order in the coupling co with a given ansatz for the distribution function. more detailed calculations of the quark and gluo cosities in the high temperature quark-gluon plasm presented. The leading logarithmic order is calc exactly by a v ariational method and the next to le order -the 2 s term in (1) -is calculated as well. Be s is not exponentially small, the next to leading is important in many realistic physical situations ativistic heavy ion collisions and the early universe thermore when the Debye screening length is large the interparticle screening, which occur when s > we shall see below, Debye and dynamical screening b down. Instead lattice gauge calculations have foun quark-gluon plasmas seem to develop a constant s ing mass, m pl ' 1:1T, for temperatures T > 2 3T c is important to see what eects this alternative scre mechanism has in strongly interacting plasmas. We shall rst describe in section II the transport t we use, namely the Boltzmann equation, and the s ing of long range QCD and QED interactions. In s III, we describe the process of shear ow and the tional calculation necessary in order to nd the vis In section IV we then evaluate the collision term to ing logarithmic order with a simplifying ansatz f trial function and refer to Appendix A for a full a act variational calculation. In section V we calcula viscosity to higher orders in the coupling constan discuss strongly interacting plasmas. Finally, i n s VI we give a summary and discuss generalizations methods developed here to other transport coeci [n 1 n 2 (1 n 3 )(1 n 4 ) (1 n 1 )(1 n 2 )n 3 n 4 ] ( 1 + 2 3 4 ) p1+p2;p3+p4 ; (2) where i is the energy and p i the momentum of the quasiparticles, F some force acting on the quasi-particles, and the right hand side of (2) In fact, the leading contribution to transport coecients comes from these singularities. In the t = ! 2 q 2 channel the singularity occurs for small momentum q and energy ! transfers (see Fig. (1) ). ' 2p 1 p 2 (1 )(1 cos ) ; (6) and the interactions splits into longitudinal and transverse ones, [8] 
The interactions are modied by inclusion of the or photon, self energies, L and T [8] , where is the QE structure constant.
One should keep in mind that the self energies and (9) are only valid in the long wavelength limi for q T . When q T other contributions of s qT enter (see, e.g., [8] ) which m a y be gauge depe [14] . However, as long as s is small all contrib from the self energies can be ignored in the gluon agator when q T because the matrix element s q already carry the order one nds strong nonperturbative eects in the plas that the typical screening mass is m pl 1:1T [12] may argue [13] that perturbation theory still appl large momentum transfers so that the matrix ele are given by the simple Feynman tree diagrams, bu perturbation theory does not apply for small mom transfers of order q < q D and that one should rather the eective cuto found by lattice gauge calculat
The phenomenological screening mass of (11) provi with a method to extend our calculations of transpo ecients to larger values for s and it can be combi the Debye and dynamical screening in weakly inter quark-gluon plasmas.
III. THE VISCOSITY
With screening included in the interaction we can now proceed to calculate transport properties as the viscosity. In the presence of a small shear ow, u(y), in the xdirection we obtain from the Boltzmann equation
[n 1 n 2 (1 n 3 )(1 n 4 ) (1 n 1 )(1 n 2 )n 3 n 4 ] ( 1 + 2 3 4 ) p1+p2;p3+p4 :
(12) For small u we can furthermore linearize the quasiparticle distribution function
where the local equilibrium distribution function is (1 n 1 )(1 n 2 )n 3 n 4 ] ( 1 + 2 3 4 ) p1+p2;p3+p4 ( 1 + 2 3 4 ) : (16) It is very convenient to dene a scalar product of two real functions by:
Thus Eq. (16 may be written on the form jXi = Iji where jXi = p x v y and I is the integral operator acting on . The viscosity i s g i v en in terms of [10] and can now be written as
Equivalently, the viscosity i s g i v en from (16 as = hXji 2 hjIji :
Since h:j:i denes an inner product, the quantity hXj i 2 =h jIj i is minimal for = with the minimal value . Equation (19 is therefore convenient for tional treatment, which will be carried out in App A.
To nd the viscosity w e m ust solve the integral tion (16 hjIji = 1
This integral equation for has been solved in cases under simplifying circumstances. F.ex., in liquids the sharp Fermi surface restricts all partic menta near the Fermi surface and with a simplied for the scattering matrix element techniques have developed to calculate a number of transport coe exactly [10] . For the QCD and QED plasmas the ve gular interaction can, once screened, be exploited s allows an expansion at small momentum transfers. an analytical calculation of the transport coecien be carried out at least to leading logarithmic order coupling constant [4{6].
IV. VISCOSITY TO LEADING LOGARITH ORDER
In Ref. [4] , through solution of the Boltzmann k equation, the rst viscosity of a quark-gluon plasm derived to leading logarithmic order in the QCD co strength. We will in the following give a more tho and exact derivation of the quark and gluon vis
The total viscosity, to leading order, is an additive sum of the gluon and quark viscosities, = g + q .
The leading logarithmic order comes from small momentum transfers because of the very singular matrix element (7) dominates. For small q the kinematics simplify enormously and, as we will now show, the integrals separate allowing almost analytical calculations. First, we can set the lower limits on the p 1 and p 2 integrals to zero, however, then replacing the upper limit on q by the natural cuto from the distribution functions which is q max T . T h us we nd from (22) hjIji = 1 2 8 T Z 1 0 dp 1 p 2 1 n 1 (1 n 1 ) Z 1 0 dp 2 p (23) to leading logarithmic order
The solution to the integral equation or equivalently the variational calculation of (19) is quite technical and is for that reason given in Appendix A. A much simpler calculation is to make the standard assumption in viscous processes, i.e., to take the trial function as f(p=T) = ( p=T ) 2 : (24) As will be shown in Appendix A this turns out to be a very good approximation. It is accurate to more than 99% for reasons also explained in the appendix. f can be dened up to any constant which cancels in (19) and therefore never enters in the viscosity.
The quantity ( 1 + 2 3 4 ) 2 can be averaged over x-and y-directions while keeping and xed. This corresponds to keeping the relative positions of the three vectors q, p, and p 0 xed relative to each other and rotating this system over the three Euler angles (see also . To obtain the full gluon viscosity w e m ust add sc ing on quarks and antiquarks which is calculated gously and only has a few factors dierent. Firstly (3) and (4) we see that the matrix element squa a factor 4/9 smaller. Secondly, the statistical fac 2 = 1 2 N f instead of 16. Thirdly, i n i n tegratin the factor (p The quark viscosity can be obtained analogou the gluon one. The quark viscosity due to collisio quarks only,, deviates from gg by a factor (4= the matrix elements and dierences in having Ferm Bose integrals. By comparing to (19, 18, 20) 
V. VISCOSITY TO HIGHER ORDERS IN S
The leading logarithmic order dominates at extremely high temperatures, where the running coupling constant is small, but it is insucient a t l o w er temperatures. The next to leading order correction to the viscous rate in the coupling constant is of order 2 s . I t m a y be signicant because the leading logarithm is a slowly increasing function. In the derivation of the leading logarithmic order, Eq. (27), we h a v e been very cavalier with any factors entering in the logarithm, which are of order 2 s . It was only argued that the leading logarithmic order ln(q max =q min ) ln(T= q D ) because q max and q min were of order T and q D respectively. Finally, if thermal quark-gluon plasmas are created in relativistic heavy ion collisions at CERN and RHIC energies, the temperatures achieved will probably be below a GeV. We can thus estimate the interaction strength from the running coupling constant s ' 6=(33 2N f ) ln(T= ) which, with ' 150MeV and T < 1GeV, gives s > 0:4. For such large coupling constants Debye and dynamical screening is replaced by an eective screening mass, m pl , as discussed above which will aect the viscosity considerably.
To calculate the viscosity to order 2 s exactly, the 5-dimensional integral of (22) must be evaluated numerically and at the same time a variational calculation of must be performed. This is a very dicult task and we shall instead use the information obtained in the previous section, that the trial function f / p 2 is expected to be an extremely good approximation. With that ansatz for the trial function, it is then straight forward to calculate the integral of (21) numerically and nd the viscosity to order 2 s for the given screening mechanism. The 5-dimensional numerical evaluation of the collision integral of (21) is a complicated function of the coupling constant. It is convenient to write it in terms of the function Q
hjIji gg = 2 
where the index gg refers to gluon-gluon scattering but the analogous denitions applies to gluon-quark and quark-quark scattering. The function Q and the tive maximum and minimum momentum transfer, and q min , are given in Appendix B. In weakly int ing plasmas, where the screening is provided by and dynamical screening, the function Q is basical a logarithm of the ratio of the maximum and min momentum transfer, i.e., In Fig. (3) we show the gluon viscosity with the various assumptions for screening. With dash-dotted curve the result of Eq. (38) assuming a constant screening mass, m pl = 1 : 1 T , is shown. With dashed curve the numerical result assuming Debye and dynamical screening of Eqs. (8) and (9) The quark viscosity increases with the number of quark avors, N f , whereas the gluon viscosity decreases as can be seen in Fig. (4) and (5), where the viscosities are shown for two and three avors respectively. The total viscosity of a quark-gluon plasma, = g + q , is dominated by the quark viscosity.
From the denition of the viscosity in terms of the collision integral (18) and (20), which only contains positive quantities, it follows trivially that the viscosity is positive as is a physical necessity. The resulting viscosities of Eqs. [11] , where it was claimed that estimates of the next to leading order 2 s could lead to a negative viscosity. Contributions from vertex corrections should also be considered. In fact for the calculation of the quasiparticle damping rate, p , Braaten and Pisarski [15] found that vertex corrections contributed to leading order g p=0 ' 6:6 s for zero gluon momenta, p. Vertex corrections do also contribute to order s for large quasiparticle momenta, p gT, but they can here be ignored since the leading order is g p = 3 s ln(1= s ) as exp in [16] . For the viscosity, h o w ever, vertex correction be ignored since the extra vertices adds a factor 
VI. SUMMARY
By solving the Boltzmann equation for quarks an ons the viscosities in quark-gluon plasmas were lated to leading orders in the coupling constant. Inc of dynamical screening of transverse interactions, which controls the infrared divergences in QED and QCD, is essential for obtaining nite transport coecients in the weakly interacting plasmas. The solution of the transport process was extended to strongly interacting plasmas by assuming an eective screening mass of order m pl = 1 : 1 T , as found in lattice calculations, when the Debye screening length became larger than the interparticle distance or when s > 0:1. The Boltzmann equation was solved exactly to leading logarithmic order numerically but the result only diered by less than a percent from an analytical result obtained by a simple ansatz for the deviation from local equilibrium, / p x p y . The next to leading orders was also calculated and found to be very important for the transport properties relevant for quark-gluon plasmas created in relativistic heavy ion collisions and the early universe. The viscosity in degenerate plasmas of quarks, i.e., for T q was calculated in [6] . Several dierences were found. In the high temperature quark-gluon plasma the chemical potential can be ignored and the transport processes depend on two momentum scales only, namely T and q D gT. In degenerate quark matter three momentum scales enter, namely q , T , a n d q D g q , and the transport process depends considerably on which o f q D and T is the larger. In fact for T q D transverse interactions turn out to be dominant in contrast to the high temperature quark-gluon plasma where transverse and longitudinal interactions contribute by similar magnitude. Furthermore, the existence of a relative sharp Fermi surface allows an almost analytical calculation of both the leading (logarithmic) order as well as the next order 2 s . The techniques for calculating the viscosities to leading orders in the coupling constants can be applied to other transport coecients as well. The leading logarithmic orders to momentum stopping, electrical conductivities and thermal dissipation in QCD and QED plasmas have been estimated with simple ans atze for the distribution functions in [5] . Based on the experience with the viscosity studied here, we do not expect the leading logarithmic order for these transport coecients to decrease by m uch when a full variational calculation is performed. The next to leading logarithmic order for these transport coecients can also be estimated with the experience obtained above for the viscosity. Good estimates are obtained if one in (B5) replaces q max by the average particle momenta entering the collision integral for the relevant transport process and q min by q D .
A few transport coecients are, however, dierent. The second viscosity is zero for a gas of massless relativistic particles [1] and one cannot dene a thermal conductivity in a plasma of zero baryon number. One can, however, consider thermal dissipation processes [5] where the leading orders also can be calculated with the above methods. The eective soft cuto will, however, be dierent for thermal dissipation processes as described because the transport of energy introduce depend on ! which also is present in the transverse scre T (!=q). All the transport processes discussed above d only on momentum scales from the typical p momentum, q max T down to the Debye scre wavenumber q min q D gT which also is the m tum scale for dynamical screening. There is, ho a shorter momentum scale of order the magnetic m mag g 2 T , at which perturbative ideas of the q gluon plasma fails [17] . As shown in [16] the quar gluon quasiparticle decay rates depend on this in cuto, m mag . F urthermore, recent studies [19] n the color diusion and conductivity also depend o cuto and therefore the rate of color relaxation is a 1= s larger than Eq. For small momentum transfer the matrix eleme depends only on energy and momentum transfer an azimuthal angle . The -functions of (21) taking c energy conservation xes the polar angles 1 and respect to q. T h us all the angular integrals for and reduces to rotating the three vectors q, p a over all Euler angles keeping them xed relatively to each other. Only where C ' 0:7 is a constant that can only be deter by nding the full solution to (A15) and matchin (A17). This is done by a n umerical Runge-Kutta gration and the result is shown in Fig. (6) . The vis is now found by inserting f in (A14). The exact va thus obtained is only 0.523% less than the approx value, gg , of Eq. (38). Since the exact value is a ational minimum, it has to be smaller than that o is only slightly less because f ' x 2 for large as j the ansatz of (24) and f is mainly sampled over va x = p=T 1 because the integrals over p 1 and p 2 i have p o w ers p 4 to p 5 times n p (1 + n p ). In R a v ariational calculation with trial functions f(p) lead to a minimal viscosity for = 2 : 104. This re close to the quadratic power of (A16) but tends sl towards the asymptotic form of (A17) (see also Fig  It has almost the same slope and curvature as the solution around p = 5 T (note that the absolute va unimportant since it cancels in the viscosity). The sponding viscosity w as 0.364% smaller than that o i.e., in between the exact result and the ansatz f / The above analysis was restricted to a pure plasma. As mentioned above the distribution fun are weighted with several powers of momentum a do not nd much dierence between fermions and b Therefore the deviation from local equilibrium for q will not be much dierent from gluons and we can b dent that the ansatz, / p x p y , of Eq. (24) wil good approximation for quarks as well accurate w less than a percent. For dimensional reasons the function Q can only depend on the ratio of q max to the momentum scale, q min , which is provided by the screening. For Debye and dynamical screening q min q D whereas lattice calculations of strongly interacting plasmas give q min m pl = 1 : 1 T .
As described in connection with screening nonperturbative eects become important when q D > T which corresponds to s < 0:1. We shall treat the two limits separately starting with the weakly interaction plasmas for which the gluon self energies, L;T (), are given by Eqs. (8) and (9) . It is straight forward to calculate Q numerically and the result will be given below, but let us rst make a simple analytical estimate. The main contribution to this integral can be obtained by including the leading terms in the self energies (8, 9) L (q;!) ' q 
The two terms in (B5) corresponding to ln q max and ln q min are often referred to as \hard" and \soft" contributions in the literature [11] . A n umerical evaluation of (B1) with L;T given by Eqs. (8) and (9) instead of (B2) and (B3) gives a slightly larger value for the eective minimum momentum transfer q min = 1 : 26q D ; because the additional terms in L;T lead to some tional screening besides the Debye screening and L damping of (B2) and (B3). This eective cuto termined by the screening only and is therefore the for gluon-gluon, quark-gluon and quark-quark scatt Whereas q min may serve as an eective \cuto" of momentum transfers interactions, it is not a para put in by hand as discussed in [20] . Contrarily caused and determined by Debye and dynamical s ing.
If the transverse interactions are assumed to be screened like the longitudinal ones, i.e., T The upper eective cuto q max is provided b quark and gluon distribution functions as discus connection with Eq. (22) and it therefore varies what with particle type. Because Bose distribution tions emphasize smaller momenta than Fermi ones is larger for quarks. We nd q gg max = 3 : 0 T , q gq max = andmax = 4 : 8 T for gluon-gluon, quark-gluon quark-quark scattering respectively. The lower e cuto q min is, however, the same for the three cas cause it only depends on the screening in the gluon agator. Furthermore, we nd that the extra terms matrix elements of (3), (4) and (5) besides the t do not contribute much since they have v arying sign turn out to be partially cancelling. Thus the con within the logarithms of (37) and (40) just reec dierent q max for gluon-gluon, gluon-quark anduark scattering.
Lacking screening of transverse interactions i static limit, it has often been assumed that some anism like Debye screening might lead to screen transverse interactions as well, i. 
